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Abstract
Cognitive impairments in schizophrenia are well documented and correlated with functional disability. Although some patients demonstrate normal neuropsychological (NP) functioning, little is known about their functional disability. We examined the cross-sectional functional implications of NP normality and symptomatic remission in older outpatients diagnosed with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder, who were administered a NP battery and performance-based measures of functional and social competence, with their real-world functioning rated by case managers. NP status was classified by the General Deficit Score (GDS) and remission status was based on the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS), yielding four subsamples of patients: NP normal-remitted \((n = 21)\), NP normal-symptomatic \((n = 22)\), NP impaired-remitted \((n = 90)\), and NP impaired-symptomatic \((n = 97)\). NP normal patients demonstrated better functional and social competence and better ratings of real world functioning, after controlling for premorbid abilities. However, compared to normative data, NP normal patients manifested disability in several real-world domains, including residential status. These results suggest that NP status is a better predictor of functional outcome than symptom status or the interaction of the two factors. The disability seen in NP normal cases indicates that factors other than cognitive impairments may determine aspects of everyday outcomes in schizophrenia. (JINS, 2008, 14, 479–488.)
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INTRODUCTION
Significant functional disability is found in most patients diagnosed with schizophrenia in younger (Green et al., 2000) and older samples (Palmer et al., 2002), yet disability remains an elusive treatment target. Despite demonstrated efficacy for positive symptoms, antipsychotic medications have not effectively promoted truly independent living, return to the workforce, or establishment and maintenance of social relationships (Mueser, 2000). Impairments in social and occupational functioning are usually present at the onset of the illness and tend to remain even after treatment is initiated (Hafner & an der Heiden, 2003), implicating non-symptomatic causes for these impairments.

Evidence from cross-sectional (Green, 1996; Harvey et al., 1998) and longitudinal studies (Green et al., 2004) has consistently shown cognitive impairment in schizophrenia to be a more stable and robust correlate of functional impairment than clinical symptoms. The correlations between impairments in neuropsychological (NP) performance and impairments in everyday living skills are found across a wide range of skills (Evans et al., 2003). For example, patients with more cognitive impairments have greater impairments in social functioning (Smith et al., 1999), are less likely to have successful social relationships (Bowie et al., 2006), and are less likely to live independently (Twamley et al., 2002). Given these findings, pharmacological (Harvey et al., 2003, 2004; Keefe et al., 2004) and
behavioral interventions (Hogarty et al., 2004; McGurk et al., 2005; Wexler & Bell, 2005) have targeted cognition, which has been designated as an urgent treatment priority (Marder & Fenton, 2004).

Although the breadth and severity of cognitive impairment in schizophrenia is well documented, the overall degree of impairment varies greatly across patients (Goldstein, 1994). Many studies have found a small subgroup of patients whose performance puts them within the normal range of NP functioning. The prevalence of NP normality, however, has been variable across studies, ranging from 0% (Bozikas et al., 2006; Wilk et al., 2005) to 82% (Torrey et al., 1994), with the majority of studies reporting rates closer to 25% (Bryson et al., 1993; Kremen et al., 2000; Palmer et al., 1997; Rund et al., 2006). These discrepancies are likely caused by sample characteristics and how normality is operationalized. Previous studies have varied in that they defined normal as having one or fewer ability areas performed at less than –1 SD compared to healthy controls (HC) (Palmer et al., 1997), having fewer than two abilities performed at less than –2 SD compared to HC (Kremen et al., 2000), and having all NP abilities performed at levels consistent with IQ scores (Wilk et al., 2005).

Despite the extensive research on the prevalence of NP normality, very little is known about the everyday functions of this subgroup of individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia. The functional implications of having schizophrenia and NP normality would have direct relevance to treatment goals. Because the ultimate aim of cognitive enhancement is to support functional recovery, cases where NP performance is normal may have minimal intervention potential. The relationship between cognitive dysfunction and everyday behavior is complex, dependent in part on competencies in the areas of self-care and social abilities and mediated and limited by the severity of depression and negative symptoms (Bowie et al., 2006; in press) as well as social factors such as disability payment status and ethnic variation (Rosenheck et al., 2006). Thus, it is possible that patients with normal NP performance would still manifest some evidence of real-world functional disability caused by these other factors.

A recent development in the clinical assessment of schizophrenia is the application of the clinical remission concept, widely employed in depression (Frank et al., 1991) and bipolar disorder (Nuechterlein et al., 2006), to schizophrenia. Formal criteria for remission have been developed and several studies have examined the prevalence and correlates of clinical remission (e.g., Andreasen et al., 2005; De Hert et al., 2007; van Os et al., 2006). Because positive symptoms have been found to be quite poorly correlated on a cross-sectional basis with the severity of NP impairment and functional disability, it is unclear what the functional implications of cross-sectional clinical remission would be. There are recent indications that sustained remission has important functional implications (De Hert et al., 2007), possibly related to previous findings suggesting that patients with particularly persistent psychotic symptoms have increased functional disability (e.g., Keefe et al., 1996).

In the current study, we examined the functional outcome of neuropsychological normality and cross-sectional symptomatic remission in schizophrenia using performance-based measures of functional capacity as well as ratings of everyday functioning indexed by case manager reports. The goal of this investigation is to examine whether neuropsychological and cross-sectional symptomatic status differentially predicted elements of functional outcome. That is, rather than testing the concept of normality, this study aims to examine the clinical relevance of normality by using a classification system that has shown good convergent validity in the literature (Carey et al., 2004). We selected performance-based measures of everyday functioning because they capture the actual ability of the patient to perform everyday skills and may be more suitable than real-world achievements to capture changes (Buchanan et al., 2005) in short term studies.

For instance, antipsychotic treatment-related changes in social skills performance as measured by the Social Skills Performance Assessment have been shown to be correlated with concurrent improvements in neuropsychological performance (Harvey et al., 2006).

Patients were classified as NP normal or NP impaired based on the Global Deficit Score (GDS; Carey et al., 2004) classification system and compared on measures of functional competence, including both everyday living skills and social abilities, and real world outcomes. The term NP normality in this study does not necessarily signify a lack of decline from premorbid functioning, but rather, it is defined by performance that is within normal limits. Symptomatic remission, as determined by the Andreasen et al. (2005) criteria for the Positive and Negative Symptom Scale (PANSS; Kay et al., 1987), was also examined cross-sectionally to determine its relationships with functional outcomes, in addition to NP normality. We also examined the prevalence of several major milestones, including marriage, employment, and independence in residential status, in patients with and without NP normality and symptomatic remission.

METHODS

Subjects

Older community dwelling outpatients who met DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia (n = 182) or schizoaffective disorder (n = 56) were enrolled as part of a larger longitudinal study investigating the course of cognitive and functional status. Subjects in this study were part of our previously published reports on the correlation between specific neuropsychological measures and functional outcome (Bowie et al., 2006, 2007). Exclusion criteria included a primary DSM-IV Axis I diagnosis other than schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder with or without past substance disorders, Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975) score <18, Wide Range Achievement Test 3rd Edition (WRAT-3; Jastak & Wilkinson, 1994) reading grade-equivalent ≤6, or med-
The Comprehensive Assessment of Symptoms and History (CASH; Andreasen et al., 1992) was completed by trained research assistants and diagnosis was confirmed by a senior clinician. Patient data were used in these analyses only if they had case managers available as informants for real-world functional status ratings. Subjects were also required to demonstrate continued illness at the time of recruitment, as evidenced by meeting at least one of three criteria: (1) an inpatient admission for psychosis in the past two years; (2) an emergency room visit for psychosis in the past two years; or (3) a score on the PANSS positive symptoms items delusions, hallucinations, or conceptual disorganization of 4 (moderate) or more at the time of their baseline assessment. Outpatient status was defined as living outside of any institutional setting, including a nursing home.

All subjects were receiving treatment with second-generation antipsychotic medications at the time of the assessment. Recruitment was conducted at a VA or State Hospital or academic medical center and each subject received $50 for their participation. After the testing procedures were fully explained, subjects signed a written informed consent form approved by the institutional review board at each site, where ethical approval was obtained.

### Measures

All subjects completed the test battery in a fixed order. Screening measures included global cognition with the MMSE (Folstein et al., 1975) and estimated premorbid functioning with the WRAT-3 (Jastak & Wilkinson, 1994) Reading subtest. These measures were followed by a functional skills assessment, a cognitive test battery, and a symptom interview. All interviewers received extensive training in performing all assessments and every three months their performance was evaluated through re-rating of training tapes, dual-ratings of the functional status measures with a senior staff, and quality assurance assessments of all testing.

### Performance-based measures of functional capacity

The UCSD Performance-Based Skills Assessment (UPSA; Patterson et al., 2001a) was designed to directly evaluate the ability to perform everyday tasks that are considered necessary for independent community functioning. This test uses standardized role-playing situations to evaluate skills in different functional domains. In this study, 4 derived domains of the UPSA were used: comprehension/Planning (e.g., organizing outings to the beach or zoo), finance (e.g., counting change, paying bills), transportation (e.g., using public transportation), and communication (e.g., using the telephone, rescheduling medication appointments). We excluded the household chores subtest because the analogue kitchen required was not portable enough to be used at field sites. We then re-standardized the scores to a 100-point scale, like the original 5-subtest UPSA, thus allowing comparisons to previous results. This modified version was used in our previous reports with the UPSA (Bowie et al., 2005, 2006; McClure et al., 2007). Other studies have used modified versions like the two-subscale UPSA-Brief, which only includes the communication and financial subtests, and shows high correlation with the full version of the UPSA ($r = .91$) with excellent convergent and discriminant validity (Mausbach et al., 2007).

The Social Skills Performance Assessment (SSPA; Patterson et al., 2001b) is a social role-play task in which the subject initiates and maintains a conversation in two 3-minute role-play tasks: greeting a new neighbor and calling a landlord to request a repair for a leak that has gone unfixed. These sessions were audiotaped and scored by a trained rater who was unaware of diagnosis (patient or HC as part of a larger study) and all other data. Dimensions of social skills scored include fluency, clarity, focus, negotiation ability, persistence, and social appropriateness. These raters were trained to the gold standard ratings of the instrument developers, with an Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) of .86 and high inter-rater reliability was maintained at three months (ICC = .87). The mean of the ratings on these variables across the two measures was used in this study.

### Real-world functional performance

The Specific Level of Function Scale (SLOF; Schneider & Streuninger, 1983) was used to examine everyday functioning. This scale is a 43-item observer-rated report of behavior and functioning on the following domains: Physical Functioning (e.g., vision, hearing), Personal Care (e.g., eating, grooming), Interpersonal Relationships (e.g., initiating, accepting and maintaining social contacts), Socially Acceptability (e.g., verbal and physical abuse, repetitive behaviors), Participation in Community Activities (e.g., shopping, using telephone, paying bills, use of leisure time), and Work Skills (e.g., employable skills, punctuality). Ratings are made on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = poor performance, 5 = high performance) by a caseworker based on the amount of assistance that the patient requires to perform real-world skills or frequency of the behavior. All informants indicated that they knew the patient at least “very well” on the SLOF’s 5-point Likert scale. The scale has excellent interrater reliability, factorial validity, and internal consistency (Schneider & Streuninger, 1983) and has been previously shown to be related to NP performance and scores on functional capacity measures (Bowie et al., 2006). Informants were unaware of the subject’s performance on any cognitive or performance based measures or the symptom ratings. Interviewers completed and scored all aspects of assessment independently of the case managers’ SLOF ratings.

To evaluate general elements of functional outcome, we used a categorical ranking of milestone achievements based on items from the CASH, which derived from a combination of self-report, case manager, and chart data. Independent living status was determined by whether the patient
lived in restrictive or supported housing, as well as whether the patient was at least partially financially responsible for the residence. Patients were classified as living in restricted housing, living independently but not financially supporting the residence, or living independently and financially supporting the residence. Current work status was classified as unemployed, retired, or employed at least part time. In order to be considered retired, there must be a history of employment that terminated as a voluntary decision or after qualifying for pension. Marital status was classified as married or widowed, divorced or separated, or never married.

Cognitive assessment

Neuropsychological tests were selected to represent diverse cognitive domains that were previously shown to be the most consistently correlated with functional skills (Green, 1996; Green et al., 2000, Harvey, 2004). These tests included the Trail Making Test Parts A and B (Reitan & Wolfson, 1993), short and long delay recall, learning trials 1–5, and recognition from the Rey Auditory Learning Test (RA VLT; Morris et al., 1989), verbal fluency (Spreeen & Strauss, 1998), animal naming (Spreeen & Strauss, 1998), Stroop Color and Word Test interference condition (Golden, 1978), the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD) Constructional Praxis test (Morris et al., 1989), and the Digit Span, Letter-Number-Sequencing, and Digit Symbol Coding subtests of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, 3rd edition (WAIS-III; Psychological Corporation, 1998).

All raw scores on the NP tests were converted to age, education, and gender corrected standardized (Z) scores and T-scores from published norms. The Global Deficit Score (GDS; Carey et al., 2004) was used to identify NP normality and impairment. This approach is useful because it weights the NP data in a similar manner to clinical ratings by considering both the number and the severity of deficits in an individual’s performances throughout the test battery, giving relatively less weight to performance within and above normal limits (Heaton et al., 1994, 1995). The GDS approach begins by converting T-scores to deficit scores that reflect presence and severity of impairment. T-scores greater than 40 represent no impairment (deficit score = 0); whereas a deficit score of 1 reflects mild impairment (T-score = 39 to 35); 2 reflects mild to moderate impairment (T-score = 34 to 30); 3 reflects moderate impairment (T-score = 29 to 25); 4 reflects moderate to severe impairment (T-score = 24 to 20); and 5 reflects severe impairment (T-score < 20). After T-scores were converted to deficit scores, a composite RAVLT deficit score was calculated by using the mean of the four RAVLT subtest deficit scores to represent verbal memory, and a composite deficit score that included verbal fluency and animal naming (i.e., category fluency) was calculated to represent the fluency domain. Deficit scores on all tests were then averaged to create the GDS. In previous studies a GDS ≥0.5 has accurately predicted expert clinical ratings of overall impairment (Carey et al., 2004). A GDS at this cutoff indicates that, on average, an individual was mildly impaired on half of the NP test measures in the battery or quite impaired on only one measure while performing quite well on the rest of the battery. As such, the NP normal group was composed of patients who performed within normal limits on the neuropsychological tests, but might not be neuropsychologically intact. The GDS method appears to be relatively unaffected by modifications in test batteries (Heaton et al., 1994; Carey et al., 2004).

Symptom assessment

Severity of schizophrenia symptoms was assessed using the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS; Kay et al., 1987). This is a 30-item scale with 7 items measuring positive symptoms, 7 items measuring negative symptoms, and 16 items measuring general aspects of psychopathology and is completed after a structured interview. Each item is scored on a scale ranging from 1 (absent) to 7 (extreme), with item ratings incorporating the behavioral effects of symptoms as well as their severity. Raters were trained to adequate reliability with ICC’s from .86 to .92. Specific items from the PANSS were selected by the Remission in Schizophrenia Working Group (Andreasen et al., 2005) for consideration as criteria for cross-sectional remission in schizophrenia to map the “A” criteria for schizophrenia specified in DSM-IV. Specifically, items included delusions, unusual thought content, hallucinatory behavior, conceptual disorganization, mannerisms/posturing, blunted affect, social withdrawal, and lack of spontaneity. Thus, this classification implicates the absence of an active phase of illness, rather than an abatement of all psychiatric symptoms. Following the criteria proposed by Andreasen et al. (2005), a cutoff score of three (“mild”) or less on each of these items was used for designation of cross-sectional symptom remission. Because of the cross-sectional design of the study, the current classification did not include a remission maintenance of over a 6-month period, as suggested by Andreasen et al. (2005).

Statistical Analyses

Two (NP normal and NP impaired) by two (symptom remission and no remission) analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) were conducted to examine differences between NP normal and remitted patients on the functional competence and real-world outcome measures, as well as the interaction of these two classifications. Education was entered as a covariate in these analyses to account for the effect of group differences on premorbid abilities. Performance on the WRAT was correlated (r = .44, p < .01) with education, and thus was not used as an additional covariate. In addition to examining NP and remission status on functional competence and real-world outcome measures, we also examined these two variables in terms of their prevalence in cases who met various functional milestones, using the Chi-square test to compare these prevalences across these two dichotomous classifications. All analyses were performed using SPSS, version 14.
RESULTS

Sample Characteristics

Two hundred and thirty-eight patients participated in the current study. Of the entire sample, eight patients could not be classified with symptom status because of missing PANSS data. Based on the classification system, as shown in Fig. 1, 18.5% (n = 44) of the sample was identified as NP normal, 46.6% (n = 111) was in cross-sectional symptomatic remission, and 8.8% (n = 21) was both NP normal and remitted. The rate of normality found in the current sample is comparable to the rates (25%) typically reported in other studies.

Demographic characteristics are presented in Table 1 and descriptive data for the neuropsychological and symptom measures is shown in Table 2. 11.1% of the sample did not report data on ethnicity and 2.1% of the sample did not report levels of education. All patients were receiving atypical antipsychotic medication, including 8.4% who were receiving clozapine. Age did not differ as a function of NP status, $F(1,225) = 1.37, p > .05$, symptom status, $F(1,225) = .73, p > .05$ or the interaction of NP and symptom status, $F(1,225) = .41, p > .05$. Although there were no differences in gender composition between the four subgroups, $\chi^2(3) = 5.11, p > .05$, the composition of ethnicity significantly differed between groups, $\chi^2(9) = 18.74, p < .05$, with a relatively greater proportion of minorities in the NP impaired groups compared to the NP normal groups.

Further, patients demonstrating NP normality had higher education compared to patients with impaired NP, $F(1,217) = 11.28, p < .01$. Level of education was not significantly different across symptom status, $F(1,217) = .03, p > .05$, nor was there an interaction effect, $F(1,217) = .00, p > .05$. Similarly, patients with NP normality performed significantly better on the WRAT compared to patients with impaired NP, $F(1,226) = 18.23, p < .01$, whereas there were no group differences between symptomatic and remitted patients, $F(1,226) = .18, p > .05$, and there was no interaction between NP and symptom status, $F(1,226) = .46, p > .05$. The duration of illness did not differ as a function of NP status, $F(1,226) = .07, p > .05$, symptom status, $F(1,226) = .52, p > .05$, or NP and symptom status interaction, $F(1,226) = 1.00, p > .05$.

Functional Competence and Everyday Outcomes as a Function of NP Normality and Symptom Remission

Functional competence and ratings of everyday outcome data were analyzed using a series of two-by-two factorial ANCOVAs with NP status (NP normal and NP impaired) and cross-sectional symptom status (remitted or not remitted) as between-subjects variables and education as a covariate to account for premorbid functioning. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 3. The ANCOVA for the UPSA total score revealed a significant main effect for NP status, $F(1,216) = 23.69, p < .01$, partial $\eta^2 = .10$, such that NP normal patients demonstrated better everyday living skills as compared to NP impaired patients. However, the main effect for symptom status, $F(1,216) = 1.23, p > .05$, and the NP by symptom status interaction, $F(1,216) = .52, p > .05$, were non-significant for the UPSA total score. Similarly, the ANCOVA for the SSPA total score revealed a significant main effect for NP status, $F(1,213) = 5.94, p < .05$, partial $\eta^2 = .03$, with NP normal patients showing better social competence compared to NP impaired patients, but there was no significant main effect for symptom status, $F(1,213) = 1.54, p > .05$, or NP by symptom status interaction, $F(1,213) = 2.75, p > .05$. As with functional competence, the ANCOVA for the SLOF total score revealed a significant main effect for NP status, $F(1,176) = 5.54, p < .05$, partial $\eta^2 = .03$, with NP normal patients being less impaired than NP impaired patients on ratings of real-world function. The main effect for symptom status and the NP by symptom status interaction were not significant (all $p’s > .05$).

To ensure that these results are not artifacts of dichotomizing variables that are typically viewed as continuous, Spearman correlations were performed on composite NP performance, total symptom severity, and functional outcomes. The GDS was negatively correlated with the UPSA ($r = −.64, p < .01$), SSPA ($r = −.37, p < .01$), and SLOF ($r = −.26, p < .01$). In contrast, the PANSS was not significantly correlated with the UPSA ($r = −.09, p > .05$) and has a small but significant correlation with the SSPA ($r = −.19, p < .05$) and SLOF ($r = −.14, p < .05$). These findings suggest that the relationship of daily functioning to neuropsychological performance and symptom severity is the same whether the analysis involved dichotomous or continuous variables.
Real-World Milestones as a Function of NP Normality

The prevalence of three milestone indicators, including independent residential status, current work and marital status, as a function of NP status is presented in Fig. 2. Independent residential status differed by group, $\chi^2(2) = 6.46, p < .05$. This effect seems to be driven by the tendency for patients who were NP normal to be more likely to be living independently and financially responsible for their dwelling, whereas patients who were NP impaired were more likely to be living in a restrictive setting. Both current work status, $\chi^2(2) = .53, p > .05$, and current marital status did not differ by NP status, $\chi^2(2) = .62, p > .05$.

Real-World Milestones as a Function of Symptomatic Remission

Independent residential status, $\chi^2(2) = .58, p > .05$, current work status, $\chi^2(2) = 2.0, p > .05$, and current marital status did not differ by cross-sectional symptomatic remission status, $\chi^2(2) = 1.18, p > .05$.

Table 1. Demographics characteristics of the current sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>NPN-remitted (N = 21)</th>
<th>NPI-remitted (N = 22)</th>
<th>NPN-symptomatic (N = 90)</th>
<th>NPI-symptomatic (N = 97)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illness chronicity (years)</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRAT score (raw)</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (% male)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>59.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. NPN = neuropsychologically normal; NPI = neuropsychologically impaired; missing data on education and ethnicity lead to N’s less than the complete sample.

Table 2. Neuropsychological performance and symptom profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure (T score)</th>
<th>NPN-remitted</th>
<th>NPI-remitted</th>
<th>NPN-symptomatic</th>
<th>NPI-symptomatic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail Making Test, Part A</td>
<td>46.4 (6.8)</td>
<td>20.8 (25.2)</td>
<td>46.2 (7.2)</td>
<td>11.1 (32.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail Making Test, Part B</td>
<td>46.6 (6.6)</td>
<td>14.7 (25.6)</td>
<td>46.3 (6.4)</td>
<td>9.1 (26.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVLT composite score</td>
<td>44.4 (11.8)</td>
<td>34.5 (11.1)</td>
<td>45.3 (11.5)</td>
<td>31.6 (12.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVLT Short Delay Recall</td>
<td>45.7 (12.7)</td>
<td>35.3 (10.4)</td>
<td>45.8 (14.8)</td>
<td>33.1 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVLT Long Delay Recall</td>
<td>43.7 (13.0)</td>
<td>34.1 (11.2)</td>
<td>46.0 (12.5)</td>
<td>32.2 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVLT Trials 1–5</td>
<td>43.5 (12.0)</td>
<td>31.3 (11.6)</td>
<td>45.7 (11.2)</td>
<td>30.5 (12.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVLT Recognition</td>
<td>44.6 (15.8)</td>
<td>37.3 (22.1)</td>
<td>43.5 (17.3)</td>
<td>30.4 (25.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluency composite score</td>
<td>45.1 (5.6)</td>
<td>40.2 (8.4)</td>
<td>45.6 (7.1)</td>
<td>40.3 (10.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal Fluency</td>
<td>44.0 (8.4)</td>
<td>38.5 (10.1)</td>
<td>42.6 (7.6)</td>
<td>39.9 (11.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal Naming</td>
<td>46.2 (7.1)</td>
<td>41.9 (11.2)</td>
<td>48.6 (9.2)</td>
<td>40.7 (14.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroop interference</td>
<td>50.8 (7.0)</td>
<td>45.3 (8.3)</td>
<td>45.6 (3.2)</td>
<td>44.6 (7.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructional praxis</td>
<td>51.0 (5.7)</td>
<td>42.3 (9.5)</td>
<td>47.4 (6.9)</td>
<td>42.4 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Span</td>
<td>51.6 (11.0)</td>
<td>42.8 (7.0)</td>
<td>49.6 (6.8)</td>
<td>42.6 (7.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter Number Sequence</td>
<td>49.8 (8.9)</td>
<td>35.8 (8.4)</td>
<td>48.1 (6.6)</td>
<td>35.7 (9.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Symbol Coding</td>
<td>45.8 (7.0)</td>
<td>33.8 (6.4)</td>
<td>43.7 (6.1)</td>
<td>33.3 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANSS total score (raw)</td>
<td>43.4 (9.1)</td>
<td>46.2 (9.0)</td>
<td>64.1 (13.2)</td>
<td>64.5 (13.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. NPN = neuropsychologically normal; NPI = neuropsychologically impaired; Scores are presented as t-scores, with a mean of 50 and an SD of 10.
DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study is to examine the cross-sectional functional correlates of NP normality and symptom remission in schizophrenia in terms of both functional capacity and ratings of everyday behavior, and to evaluate more general elements of functional outcome and their relationship with NP normality and cross-sectional symptomatic remission. Several findings emerged. First, NP status contributed to group differences on functional skills, social competence, and ratings of everyday functioning, such that NP normal patients had better functional skills and ratings of real-world functioning compared to NP impaired patients. This effect was significant even after controlling for premorbid functioning. In contrast, neither cross-sectional symptom status nor the interaction between NP and symptom status differentiated functional outcome. Consistent with the existing literature on the association between NP performance and functional outcome (Green, 1996; Green et al., 2000), these results suggest that NP normality may be a better predictor of performance on measures of functional capacity compared to cross-sectional remission. These results also suggest that the classification of NP normality may provide a meaningful categorization for the concept of outcome that is in line with the recovery model emerging in the recent literature (Bellack, 2006).

The most important finding in this study is that NP normal cases still show deficits in several domains of everyday functioning milestones. Although NP normal cases have better living skills (i.e., capacity) than NP impaired cases, NP normal cases have an average impairment level on the UPSA total score that is still about one SD below the performance of healthy controls in previous studies (Patterson et al., 2001a). The rate of independence in residential status, although higher in the NP normal sample than the others, is still reduced compared to the general population expectation. Histories of employment and marriage were not different between the samples.

A host of external factors apart from cognition, outside the scope of the present study, are likely to affect functional outcome. For example, social stigma, lack of social support, and financial resources might be barriers for functional skills to generalize to performance in the real world (Bellack et al., 2007). Competitive employment among patients diagnosed with schizophrenia may be impeded by the potential adverse incentive of disability payments as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>NP::2N-remitted</th>
<th>NPI-remitted</th>
<th>NPN-symptomatic</th>
<th>NPI-symptomatic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UPSA total score</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSPA total score</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOF total score</td>
<td>205.6</td>
<td>193.3</td>
<td>198.7</td>
<td>191.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. NP = neuropsychologically normal; NPI = neuropsychologically impaired.
aUCSD Performance-Based Skills Assessment, with a possible range of 0–100.
bSocial Skills Performance Assessment, with a possible range of 1–5.
cSpecific Level of Functioning Scale, with a possible range of 43–215.

Fig. 2. Real-world milestones as a function of neuropsychological normality. *p < .05.
well as ethnic factors, and may be promoted by the availability of rehabilitation services (Rosenheck et al., 2006). Additionally, social cognition has recently been found to be a potential mediator of the influence of cognitive impairments on everyday outcomes (Brekke et al., 2005; Sergi et al., 2007). Related to, but separate from social cognition are metacognitive processes, which have been argued to account for poor functional outcome in some cases despite intact cognitive abilities (Koren & Harvey, 2006).

Of note, the amount of variance explained by NP normality was not as great as that seen in previous studies where the full range of NP performance was considered (e.g., Bowie et al., 2006; Green et al., 2000), suggesting that a dimensional approach that presents a range of NP performance may be more informative, in this domain, than a dichotomous classification system. This may be related to the fact that there is considerable variance in cognitive performance within the large group designated as impaired in their performance, which is not reflected in the dichotomous classification. Further, our classification of NP normality does not consider relative impairments within individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia. As noted by Wilk et al. (2005), even patients who appear to perform within normal limits are often still performing much more poorly than would be expected from their intellectual performance. Whereas a dimensional approach has its advantages, the goal of this study is to investigate the functional implications of a subgroup of patients with NP normality and findings provide support that this classification is clinically meaningful as NP status differentiates functional outcome.

Our data indicate that this is a high functioning schizophrenia sample, which may limit the generalizability of the current findings. This investigation is part of a larger project, with the overarching aim to track changes into late life in a sample of older, community-dwelling patients. Thus, our recruitment sample, whereas not generalizable to the entire range of this heterogeneous condition, is likely more representative of patients observed in mental health clinics.

Several limitations of this study should be addressed. One such limitation, which likely reduced the predictive power of symptomatic remission, is that our criteria for remission did not include the minimum 6-month duration suggested by Andreasen et al. (2005). The cross-sectional nature of this study raises the possibility that this sample is experiencing transient symptom reduction. A recent study by De Hert et al. (2007) indicated that sustained symptomatic remission was associated with functional gains. The contrast between these findings suggests that more research on the clinical and functional importance of sustained, as compared to cross-sectional, remission is required. As part of a larger longitudinal study, we will further examine the long-term functional outcome of sustained symptomatic remission as follow-up data become available. Despite utilizing a comprehensive neuropsychological battery to assess cognitive domains that were previously shown to be the most consistently impaired in schizophrenia, other areas such as sensory ability and visual memory were not included, which may have affected the classification of normality. Yet, the rate of normality in the current study is comparable to the rate typically found in other studies (Bryson et al., 1993; Kremen et al., 2000; Palmer et al., 1997; Rund et al., 2006). Although the small number of subjects identified as having NP normality and cross-sectional symptomatic remission is not surprising given the low base rate of NP normality in schizophrenia, it nevertheless may have lowered the power to detect functional outcomes associated with this group. Future studies would need to include a substantially larger sample in order to have sufficient power to systematically study patients with both NP normality and remission. Participation in competitive employment has been reported to be influenced by race in schizophrenia (Rosenheck et al., 2006), but in this study there were no differences in employment status as a function of NP status, despite the disproportionate number of minorities in this subgroup. Finally, measures of functional competence employed in this study are proxy measures of everyday functioning. As such, findings should be interpreted with caution, because performance on proxy measures may not translate one to one with performance in the community caused by the factors described earlier.
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